





	
		
	
	
	Hyfoma
Food equipment database & knowledge portal

	The vision of hyfoma.com is to publish all relevant knowledge for food manufacturing and to be a market place for engineers and food processing manufacturers. Hyfoma does not supply machines, but only refers to the companies that do. Most of the suppliers listed supply machines for the food industry, and do not produce food themselves.
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		Here you can find the basic principles of food making in every branche. You will also find interactive flowsheets about the manufacturing process, editorials and more.
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[image: Technology]A quick reference to some technical principles is given here as a background to the various food processing machines.
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		Enumerations of scientific and economic information, directives and legislation and courses in the field of food production.
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		Alphabetical list with about 6000 suppliers of machines for the food processing industry and an overview of suppliers of a certain type of machine.
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